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Introduction

Implementation of the MYRRHA-programme:

• Phase 1: 100-MeV proton beams up to 4 mA available for ISOL@MYRRHA

• Phase 2: upgrade to 600 MeV

• Phase 3: coupling of the sub-critical reactor to the accelerator

ISOL@MYRRHA – Unprecedented-high in-target production rates: optimization of every further step 

required. Here we focus on efficient, but selective ionization, confinement and extraction of the 

desired element.
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A high-intensity Ion Source

Developing a hot cavity model

Conclusion
• ISOL@MYRRHA, a high-intensity ISOL facility, requires optimization of currently-operated ion sources.

• Resonant laser ionization is the most promising mechanism, but application in high-intensity facility requires further attention.

• Simulation of the hot cavity ion source will increase understanding and aid ion source development.

• Simulations are at their best in dialogue with experiments. We are eager to have such dialogue within the community.

The model 
• Hypothetical, ISOLDE-like hot cavity [3]

• Axially symmetric 2D problem

• Electrostatic solver
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Electron emission
• Wall material: rhenium, heated at 2200 K 

• Thermionic electron emission of 37.5 A/m² (Richardson-Dushmann)

• Electrons are emitted at thermal velocity, 0.19 eV

Discussion
Current state:

• Not all emitters are implemented.

• Walls act as simple absorbers.

Preliminary results:

• Bulk of the electrons remains close to wall. Due to 

axial symmetry?

• Extraction potential penetrates the cavity almost 

linearly over the whole volume.
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FEBIAD-type ion source. Adapted from [1].

Two main types of intense single charge  ion sources: 

• ‘Forced Electron Beam Induced Arc Discharge’ (FEBIAD) plasma source => electron 

impact ionization

• Hot cavity => surface or resonant laser ionization  

Resonant laser ionization:

• potential high-efficient and selective general ion source

• Saturation effects at high isotopes-evaporation rates in hot cavity due to:

• Limited laser power at some frequencies: failure to saturate all excited states of 

the ionization scheme

• Excess of positively-charged ions, mainly undesired surface ions: disruption of 

the extraction potential and decreased extraction

Hot cavity ion source
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Recent start of research activities at SCK•CEN towards efficient high-intensity ion sources:

• Acquisition of the Particle-In-Cell code VSIM (version 8.1, [2])

• First goal: development of a realistic model for the classical hot cavity  

Further extensions:
• All electron emitters

• Secondary electron emission

• Validation axial symmetry with a 3D-model

• Variable temperatures and emission currents

• Insertion of extraction electrode, with field 

enhanced thermionic emission (Schottky)
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Axially symmetric hot cavity model: initial conditions

Electrons
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Axially symmetric hot cavity model: steady state electron emission

Future steps:
• Appearance and extraction of laser ions

• Surface ions and their effect on laser ions, 

saturation

• Experimental validation

• Evaluation of new ion source cavity designs
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